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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

The Underwear Wolf Early Reader
Clare Helen Welsh & Letizia Rizzo

This Activity Pack is for:

The Underwear Wolf
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ISBN: 978-1-84886-397-2
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
Stitch is a werewolf who loves to knit but there’s only so many

scarves he can knit for himself - he needs a pack. One full moon, he

finds one! They try to teach him how to be a real werewolf  but

Stitch still wears his super, stretchy underwear. When the pack get

lost and transform back without their clothes nearby, suddenly

Stitch’s underwear doesn’t seem like such a bad idea after all...
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Can you remember the words from the story?

1. But there’s only so many knitted             and             one 
werewolf can wear.

bags / fireflies hats / gloves scarves / jumpers

2. “Why are you                         ?” they giggled.

wearing clothes knitting wolves chasing frogs

3. ...nothing except some super                         underwear!

quick knitted          stretchy knitted stripy dotty

4. He was the             one             again.

sleepy / time clever / there odd / out

5. Maybe... just maybe... all the werewolves needed                   .

three pairs     a pair     no pairs

6. Finally he was part of a             who             him.

pack / loved  club / knitted pack / teased

The Underwear Wolf
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Quiz
The Underwear Wolf

1. What does Stitch love to do?
a) Running and climbing

b) Leaping and bouncing

c) Knitting and stitching

2. Why did the other werewolves laugh at Stitch?
a) Because he wore clothes

b) Because he brought biscuits

c) Because he fell over

3. What did Stitch practise?
a) Singing and dancing

b) Creeping and stalking

c) Prowling and howling

4. What happened when the sun came up?
a) The pack were lost

b) The pack got sun burnt

c) The pack changed back with no clothes

5. What did Stitch do to help the pack?
a) He brought food for them

b) He knitted underwear for them

c) He gave them his own clothes
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 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  dark-g

cute

fireflies

horizon

luck

pack

prowl

secret

silver

Words:

smile

Stitch

underwear

werewolf

The Underwear Wolf
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Fill in the gaps:
1. scarves / jumpers

2. wearing clothes

3. stretchy knitted

4. odd / out

5. a pair

6. pack / loved

Quiz:
1. c

2. a

3. c

4. c

5. b

 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  dark-g

The Underwear Wolf


